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john deere has a contractual relationship with the customer under which the customer is permitted to make payments for maintenance and repairs of equipment. to the extent that the
customer determines that the equipment is not being properly maintained and repaired, the customer may return the equipment for inspection and repair. if the equipment is found to

be in need of repair, the customer has the option to purchase the repair services. if the customer elects to purchase the repair services, the customer will be invoiced for the repair
costs. john deere delivers parts, labor and related services for certain products and customers by means of a national network of dealers. the dealer is an independent business entity

that contracts with john deere to perform these services. john deere has a specialized sales force to promote the sale and lease of equipment, parts and services. the dealer is an
independent business entity that contracts with john deere to perform these services. john deere service advisor: a diagnostic program used by john deere technicians that recalibrate
tractors and can diagnose broken parts. it can program payloads into different controllers. it can calibrate injectors, turbo, engine hours and all kinds of fun stuff, someone familiar with
the software told me. john deere payload files: these are files that specifically program certain parts of the vehicle. there are files that can customize and fine-tune the performance of

the chassis, engine, and cab, for instance. john deere electronic data link drivers: this is software that allows a computer to talk to the tractor.
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